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July Meeting: Amber in the World
We will meet on Wednesday, July 13th, at 7 PM Central time at the
Boonesville Auditorium in the Ellison Miles Building (Bldg H) at
Brookhaven Campus of Dallas College (3939 Valley View Lane,
Farmers Branch). That is the same place as before COVID, with just
a minor name change for the college. We will have some signs out to
help you find it if you are new or if you have forgotten. This will be a
great meeting to see old friends, meet some new ones, share our
fossils, and hear about paleontology in person.
Our guest speaker will be Virginia Friedman, presenting on “Amber in
the World.” Virginia has a B.S. in Biochemistry/ Microbiology from the
National Autonomous University of Mexico, 1980, an M.S. in
Geology/ Paleontology from the University of Texas at Dallas, 2004,
and is currently in-progress on a PhD in Paleobiology at UC Davis.

Mexican Amber

Virginia is currently research focused on recently discovered Texas amber and has been a DPS member since 1991.
We are excited for this presentation by
Virginia and hope to see many DPS
members and new guests attend inperson at Brookhaven. Remote
attendees are welcome to join us on
Zoom at this link
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/83765036222
or start the Zoom app and enter the
Meeting ID: 837 6503 6222. Then
enter the Zoom meeting
passcode: 618114

Baltic Amber

dallaspaleo.org

Sumatran Amber

Hotline 817-355-4693
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Moss creek: round 2
FIELD TRIP WRAP-UP
By Roger Farish

Yep, with 100F temperatures, we were in survival mode. The dozen brave souls who
participated were able to collect dozens of buckets of prime shark-tooth bearing material.
The landowners were once again most helpful in navigating the property for which they
received half of a Cracker Barrell Double Fudge Coka-Cola cake. I handed out a dozen 5gallon pickle buckets and collected the hold-harmless agreements.
We were all guys except for returning PIT Crew contributor Tynessa Craft who helped Shawn
Hamm with his 26 buckets of matrix. Shawn has a paper pending on Moss creek so we can
get all of our teeth identified.
Marty and son Jake came up from Austin to sample the sediments. Jake found a larger than
usual Squalicorax tooth. Norm Cover made it for his swan-song, last field trip in Texas as he's
leaving us for good mid-month. We’ll miss Norm. The Kevin-Kevin duo (Knight and Anderson) trucked out at least a dozen bucketequivalents from a nice shady spot. A large Scapanorynchus texanus was also given a new home by Dwight Bartholemew.
The bottom line is that we got what we came for after a lot of sweat and effort. I’m sure most of us slept very well Saturday afternoon,
hopefully after they got home.
On our way we passed by the new Hwy. 34 bridge that will span Lake Ralph Hall in a few years.

NEW T-SHIRT design now available
The new t-shirt design available. The winning
design is by Diane Tran, Social Media
Chairperson. Go to the DPS Store, https://
dallaspaleo.org/Store and scroll down.
The shirt images are linked to Zazzle where you
can choose options and complete your order.
On the back is the definition of paleontology.
Order one now! Might as well order two, one for
the field and one for when you want to be
fashionable around town.
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Shark Tooth Trip to Sherman Creeks:
Saturday, July 16
By Roger Farish

The largest Cretaceous shark teeth in Texas come from the creeks around the Sherman/
Denison, Texas area. Since the area’s so heavily collected, we’ve found success in
digging/screening for the teeth. You can simply surface collect, rake through the gravel or
actually screen – dry or wet – for teeth. We WILL find teeth.
We will be collecting in the equivalent geology as the Midlothian quarries – the Austin/
Eagle Ford contact or basically the Turonian/Coniacian boundary of the Upper Cretaceous
– so the teeth are the same as there. The only difference is that there is no visible
stratigraphic boundary here like is present in the quarries. The Austin Chalk down through
the basal Atco formation has been eroded away into these creeks. So, we’ll be collecting ‘float’ material as opposed to in situ fossils.
Sometimes you can find secondary deposition (Pleistocene deposits in the walls) containing this ‘contact’ material along with potential
Pleistocene mammal material. Arrowheads,too.
Some screens will be provided for use, but if you would like to build your own, please see the
DPS website. Look under ‘Links’ for ‘How to Build Screens for Fossil Sieving’.
Hardware stores usually have the materials you will need to build yourself a screen. Of course,
you'll need a shovel to load your screens and possibly twine to keep your screen from floating off.
Know that there are multiple hazards on these urban creeks including broken glass, construction
materials, snakes, fire ants and stinging insects to name a few.
We'll leave the Jack-in-the-Box at Hwy 75 and FM 1417 (just south of Sherman) at 8:30 AM.
Please read and complete the attached Hold Harmless Agreement. The updated version can be
found at dallaspaleo.org, navigate to: Home > Events/Trips > Field Trip Basics.
Email Roger Farish with your questions or suggestions: rffarish@verizon.net (972-898-2700 on field trip day).
After lunch at nearby Dickies BBQ, we’ve been invited to tour the most extensive local shark tooth and artifact collection in this part of
Texas. It was collected before the creeks became so popular and you could collect a handful of nice teeth on an outing. After that we

can see about some more collecting (or a nap).

You’re invited to join the leadership meeting
by Estée Easley
Leadership meetings are via Zoom the third Wednesday of each month with social time
at 6:30 and official business starting at 7:00pm. The Leadership meeting Zoom ID is
882 2320 3521 and is open to all current DPS members. If you have an item for the
business portion of the meeting, please email me in advance
at president@dallaspaleo.org, so I can add you to the agenda.
I'm looking forward to continuing a wonderful year full of fossil hunts, safety, guest
speakers, hand sanitizer, educational tables, and social distancing. I invite you to join
us, and hope to see you soon!
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Reviewing Jurassic World: Dominion

Written and illustrated by Fernando Juan Antonio Correa-Corchado
Edited by Juan R. Correa-Perez
The third installment in the Jurassic World trilogy has finally stomped its way into
theaters, wrapping up the entire Jurassic Park series. Jurassic World: Dominion
features a wide variety of dinosaurs and other prehistoric creatures never before seen
in the franchise, including the first feathered dinosaurs. After I watched the movie, I
thought there were five creatures that were worth talking about. Did they hold up to
scientific scrutiny?
It is not surprising that the Pyroraptor is one of the most popular dinosaurs in Jurassic
World: Dominion among paleontology enthusiasts, myself included. It looks like a real
dromaeosaur and breaks almost every raptor stereotype that has been dominant in
dinosaur media for many decades, except for its lizard-like facial features and larger size. Pyroraptor is known by very fragmented
fossil remains consisting of some teeth, vertebrae, arms, and leg bones, so much of the dinosaur’s appearance and behavior is
just speculation.
All of the herbivorous dinosaurs in the Jurassic franchise before Dominion have been ornithischians or sauropods, and
traditionally, theropods had been considered exclusive meat eaters. The new film showcased a vegetarian relative of predators
like T. rex, the Therizinosaurus. To me, the Therizinosaurus was a bit meh, not something to write home about. It was depicted
with a beak and was herbivorous like the real animal. It had a coat of feathers, which was nice, but it should have had more. It was
skinnier and more horizontal than its real-life, pot-bellied counterpart, and the skull was too boxy. What irritated me the most about
the Therizinosaurus was the final battle when Rexy impaled the Giganotosaurus on the Theri’s claws. We now know that the reallife animal did not use its huge claws as weapons. The best they could do in a confrontation was threatening a predator, and their
main purpose was to pull down branches to eat their leaves.
Pterosaurs have arguably been given worse depictions on the silver screen than their dinosaur cousins; that stereotype of bat
winged lizards carrying people off with their feet like eagles refuses to die to this day. Dominion’s new pterosaur breaks off from
this stereotype. The Quetzacoatlus sports a fuzzy coat on its body, something that all pterosaurs had. Unfortunately, this is where
the scientific accuracy ends. It was depicted flying at very high altitudes, something that the Quetza and its relatives did not do
very often. A new study from scientists at University of Tokyo, Nagoya University, and Centre d’Etudes de Chize reveals that
Quetzalcoatlus was a poor flyer with lesser thermal soaring capabilities than extant birds. This means it spent most of its time on
the ground and flew in short ranges, so it should not have flown at such high altitudes like it was depicted in the movie. The
Quetza is also three times larger than its real-life counterpart, with a wingspan around 90 feet in length.
T. rex has been the only tyrannosaur featured in the Jurassic Park franchise until Dominion, and until recent times, it was thought
that these tyrants were always the meanest predators on the block. Moros intrepidus is a small, elegant theropod from a time
when tyrannosaurs lived in the shadows of more menacing dinosaurs. This is another dinosaur that matches up what is known of
real fossils really well, with a coat of simple feathers, correctly oriented hands, and correct proportions. The only inconsistency is
that it is slightly smaller than the real animal.
Another detail that annoyed me was the scenes in both the disappointing prologue and the movie itself when the Moros
approaches the Giganotosaurus to pick scraps of food between its teeth. Not only do we know that these two animals lived in
different places at different times, but it was a missed opportunity to provide the epic origin story Colin Trevorrow wanted for Rexy.
Giganotosaurus should have been replaced with Siats meekorum, as this menacing allosauroid lived alongside the Moros. Moros
and other primitive tyrannosaurs were living in fear of the allosauroids that dominated the Jurassic and Early Cretaceous, and it
took rapid environmental changes to wipe out these apex predators for tyrannosaurs to replace them as the king of the dinosaurs.
Continued on Page 5
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reviewing jurassic world: dominion cont’d
I would have loved to see a prologue depicting Cedar Mountain Formation, home to Moros
and Siats in prehistoric times, and how Moros and its kin evolved into the big tyrant
dinosaurs. Not only would this be a scientifically accurate representation of what prehistoric
life was actually like, but a villainous Siats could have represented the mortal nemesis of
Rexy, the dinosaur that terrorized her ancestors, and that the final fight was their ultimate
rematch to which lineage of carnivorous dinosaurs was the ultimate king.
Overall, Jurassic World: Dominion did not ace in scientific accuracy, but it definitely has the
most accurate dinosaurs in the franchise. It featured feathered dinosaurs on screen for the
first time and a few exceptional creatures like the Moros and the Pyroraptor are remarkably similar to their real-life counterparts. That
said, there are other new dinosaurs, like the Giganotosaurus, and of course, the classic stars that look more like the pre-renaissance
depictions of scaly lizard-like dinosaurs than their modern representations. Film makers can throw in all of the feathered dinosaurs
they want but recreating a dinosaur that truly reflects current paleontological understanding is also about the soft tissue and skeletal
anatomy, biomechanics, and knowledge of behavior in modern relatives, and this is where the movie struggled.
With the Jurassic Park franchise supposedly concluded, I am curious about what the dinosaur blockbusters of the future will be like.
Will they strive to deliver even more scientifically accurate depictions of our favorite beasts from the past? In the end, there will always
be films out there distorting these ancient animals to impress the fans, but with new discoveries in the field every day and innovative
visual effects and animations that bring dinosaurs to life like never before, my hopes for a dinosaur movie based solely on science are
still up.

Dps volunteer wrap-up
Jurassic world: dominion
By Roger Farish

The Dallas Paleo Society recently had several tables in the lobby of Galaxy Theaters
at Grandscape in The Colony. This was for the premier of this last episode of the
Jurassic Park series of movies. We were there to answer questions about dinosaurs
and fossils in general and to promote our Society. Our Editor, Laura Garsea, got us
onboard af the theater with Tom Dill, Roger and Linda Farish and Mercer Brugler also
helping. We talked to lots of folks, sold a few books and gave our contact info.
For our efforts we were comped
middle-center section tickets
(absolute best seats in the house)
in their best theater – the Sony
Digital Cinema. Sony Digital
Cinema™ premium large-format
(PLF) movie theater auditorium to
its first location in Texas, at Galaxy
Theatres in The Colony (only other
of this quality is in Las Vegas). The Sony Digital Cinema is a heightened experience for PLF theaters that features Sony's
industry-leading, 4K dual-laser projection system, along with powerful sound and luxury reclining seats.
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WOMEN IN PALEONTOLOGY

ANNIE MONTAGUE ALEXANDER:
“SHE FOUND MEN A NUISANCE ON HER ARDUOUS FIELD TRIPS”
By Tom Vance

The annals of paleontology are filled with many individuals who stand apart from
others in many colorful ways. One such intrepid person was Annie Montague
Alexander who influenced the field of paleontology and performed and excelled in
the jobs traditionally held by men and opened the doors for women scientists.Annie
M. Alexander (born 1867-died 1950) was born in Honolulu, Hawaii to the financially
wealthy family of Samuel Thomas Alexander and Martha Cooke Alexander. Her
father and her Uncle Henry Perrine Baldwin were the founders of Alexander &
Baldwin, and her mother was the daughter of Amos Starr Cooke the founder of
Castle & Cooke. Both corporations were part of the “Big Five” which started as
sugar cane plantations but branched out to dominate the economy of the Territory
of Hawaii. Throughout her early childhood she enjoyed rugged life riding horses,
hunting, and camping with her family and friends.
She attended Punahou School for a year, but her family moved to Oakland,
California 1882 to get medical help for her grandfather. She attended Oakland High
School but later attended Lasell Seminary for Young Women in Auburndale, Massachusetts. Because of her family’s wealth, she later
traveled to Paris with her family and studied painting but returned to Oakland to train as a nurse. Annie’s father left the business to others
and took his family on a 1,500-mile bicycle trip through Europe in 1893. In 1896, Annie and her Uncle Henry Baldwin explored the South
Pacific and made stops in Hong Kong, Singapore, China, Java, Samoa, and New Zealand. In 1899, she went camping in Oregon and then
to Bermuda.
Her attention dealing with paleontology was sparked by a trip to Crater Lake and when she sat in on a course at the University of California
at Berkeley although she did not attend college. While at Berkeley, she met Professor John C. Merriam and the two became friends. As
their friendship developed, she offered to underwrite the entire cost of his upcoming expeditions. She also participated in Merriam’s
expedition to Fossil Lake in Oregon and his 1902 and 1903 expeditions to Shasta County in northern California to collect Triassic vertebrate
fossils. Three weeks before departure, Annie convinced Merriam to explore the area of Fossil Lake which proved to be a great location for
Annie. Several of Merriam’s students, a wagon driver and cook and a young boy were part of the team. Annie invited her friend Mary
Wilson to accompany them. The trip was successful and they brough back nearly 300 pounds of fossils.
The Shasta County expeditions proved valuable. In 1901, Annie did not attend because she was at Fossil Lake. Shasta County had
already been explored by paleontologists in 1893 and paleontologist James Perrin Smith had searched for ammonites, but he had also
discovered a Mesozoic vertebrate he named Nothosaurus and Merriam’s interest was sparked in 1895.
In 1902, Annie Alexander’s team explored along the limestone ridge of Shasta County. Several men and Katherine Jones attended the
expedition. Katherine Jones had the job of keeping account of the trip. Annie’s job included funding, collecting, excavating, and cooking.
The trip did not last long but they returned with significant remains of a marine reptile, Shastasaurus alexandre, named after Alexander.
She also uncovered her most significant vertebrate fossil of the Triassic Period
which Merriam named Thalattosaurus alexandrae. In addition, a plesiosaur
Hydrotherosaurus alexandrae from Fresno County, California and a camel
Alticamelus alexandrae from near Barstow, California was named in her honor.
Notably, a lake in Alaska was named Lake Alexander. A rare species of grass she
discovered from Inyo County, California, was named Swollenia alexandrae.
A trip to Africa in 1904 with her father and several other men allowed her to look for
fossils while the men hunted big game. They had crossed the Zambezi River and
climbed down into a canyon, but tragedy struck when a falling boulder crushed her
father’s foot resulting in his death from an emergency amputation. This event had
a profound effect on her life. It was because of this she decided to dedicate her life
to preserving the wild plant and animal life of California and the West Coast.
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women in paleontologY cont’d
Annie financed and took part in the Saurian Expedition to the West Humboldt Range in Nevada in 1905. The party discovered many fine
specimens of ichthyosaurs. She also financed and attended another expedition the same year to about 300 miles west of the West
Humboldt Mountain Range which lasted several months, again they returned with many fine ichthyosaur fossils. Annie documented all
phases of the expedition and included photos of herself and her companion Edna Wemple while in the field. Annie noted that the men were
not always helpful when it came to maintaining the camp which made her annoyed with them. She wrote in her journal, “Night after night we
stood before a hot fire to stir rice, beans, or corn, contriving the best dinners we could out of our dwindling supply of provisions. We
sometimes wondered if the men thought the firewood dropped out of the sky or whether a fairy godmother brought it to our door, for they
never asked any questions”.
The year before, Annie met C. Hart Merriam who was the cousin of John C. Merriam. C. H. Merriam was the chief of the United States
Biological Survey and Annie’s fossil collection came to his attention. His stories of exploring Alaska stimulate Annie to explore the Alaskan
Territory as well. Her team left for the Kenai Peninsula which also included Edna Wemple. Another trip was financed and led by Annie to
southeastern Alaska in 1907.
After numerous field trips to Alaska, Annie had built a large collection of plant and animal specimens that needed to be preserved and
protected. She proposed and financed a museum in California. The purpose of the museum was to provide paleontological fossils to
researchers on campus to further their work as well as to preserve the environment for the future.
In 1907, Annie met Joseph Grinnell who had been working in the zoological field of science. He expressed an opinion that the West Coast
should have a museum of natural history. He proposed a museum at Stanford University, but Annie argued that it should be at the
University of California at Berkeley with her financing it. Grinnell proposed the museum be named Museum of Vertebrate Zoology and he
was named by Annie as the permanent choice of director. Grinnell held the position for the rest of his life until his death in 1939. The
museum opened in 1909 and needed fossils. Annie sponsored another expedition to Humboldt County, Nevada, with a team that included
Louise Kellogg.
Annie met Louise Kellogg (born 1879-died 1967) in 1908. The two became best friends and were dedicated to each other at a time when
such relationships were not made public. The two women often embarked on trips to Alaska, ran a working farm together, raised cattle but
switched to asparagus farming. The asparagus is a seasonal crop which left them time to travel. During the summer they often went on
fossil trips and then spent their winters in Hawaii.
Annie and Louise were together for 42 years until Annie’s death. Together, they had collected over 17,000 plant specimens for the
University Herbarium and gave thousands of fossils to the museum. They also collected nearly 7,000 specimens of birds, mammals, and
amphibians for the collections. Annie was the largest donor and benefactor of the museum by helping to fund and fill the museum with
whatever she could find. Louise’s presence allowed Annie to travel and stay on expeditions for long periods of time because traveling with a
woman was considered more proper than traveling alone.
In 1921, Annie founded another museum which became the University of California Museum of Paleontology. She had sponsored the
museum to maintain influence over paleontological research at Berkeley after a falling out with John C. Merriam. She became upset when
he transferred to the Carnegie Institution in Washington, D.C. as president without notifying her. Both museums she founded remain as
prestigious scientific institutions. Annie also helped to bring natural history and various scientists together because of her philanthropy. She
has been honored by the naming of 17 different living and fossil species after her.

Annie Alexander was a woman born into wealth, opportunity, and prestige in a time when women’s roles in society were socially and gender
prescribed. Rather than accepting her elevated social position and life comforts, she openly defied these trends and became an intrepid
world traveler, naturalist, benefactor, and paleontologist. Bottom line, she
refused to accept the norms and propriety expected of women.
As Annie and Louise were planning a trip to Hawaii, Annie had a stroke and
remained in a coma until she passed away on September 10, 1950. She
was cremated and her ashes were returned to Makawao Cemetery, Maui,
near her childhood home. Her close friend and companion, Louise Kellogg
continued to donate to the museums until her death in 1979. Louise is buried
in Mountain View Cemetery, Oakland, California.
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Paleontology in the news

Complied by Andrew “Dino Dad” Stück
New Large Megaraptoran
A new member of the poorly understood megaraptor family named Maip macrothorax has been described from
Argentina. It is both one of the largest megaraptorans, and the most complete known from the Maastrichtian
Stage of the Cretaceous. (Despite initial confusion resulting in the family’s name, the one thing we know for sure
about megaraptorans is that they are not related to dromaeosaurs, but might slot in anywhere between
Allosauroidea and Tyrannosauroidea.)
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-09272-z
Miocene Sharks Targeted Fat-Headed Sperm Whales
A study of Miocene physteroid (sperm whale) fossils from Peru
(including Scaphokogia & Livyatan) display a pattern of feeding traces
on their skulls suggesting sharks were targeting their enlarged melons
(foreheads) to feed on their extensive fat deposits. Bite marks were
found on the bone in areas that could only be reached via
consumption of the surrounding soft tissue. The researchers also note
the presence of similar patterns on Miocene physteroid fossils from
around the world, lending support to the hypothesis that this was a
widespread, intentional behavior of sharks at the time.
Hypothesized scenarios of the shark–physeteroid trophic
interactions . Image Credit: Jaime Bran

https://doi.org/10.1098/rspb.2022.0774

More Jurassic Vampire Squids
Reanalysis of the Jurassic vampire squid Vampyronassa
rhodanica described in 2020 has revealed their soft tissue
preservation in greater detail, and further clarified the
evolutionary history of this strange side-branch of living
cephalopods. While the one living species of vampire squid is
a deep sea detritivore, the fossil record indicates their
Mesozoic ancestors were shallow water active predators,
switching roles by the time of the Oligocene.

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-12269-3

Hypothesised reconstruction of V. rhodanica. Image Credit:
www.nature.com

Baby Mammoth Found in Yukon
The best preserved baby mammoth ever found in North America has been discovered in Yukon, Canada. While it
was accidentally cut in half in the process of extracting it from the goldmine in which it was discovered, the two
halves fit perfectly back together, and the carcass is otherwise fully intact, with skin and a few patches of fur
preserved. Also discovered in the same location were a few bison bones and plant matter in various stages of
decomposition, allowing for a rough idea of the conditions in which the specimen died.
https://gizmodo.com/baby-woolly-mammoth-mummy-yukon-1849137599?
utm_medium=sharefromsite&utm_source=_twitter
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Dallas Paleontological Society Officers,
Committee Chairs, and Advisors
Elected Offices:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Editor

Estée Easley
Kate Fenton
Genevieve Freix
Pam Lowers
Laura Peterson

president@dallaspaleo.org
vp@dallaspaleo.org
secretary@dallaspaleo.org
treasurer@dallaspaleo.org
editor@dallaspaleo.org

Joseph O’Neil
Kim Pervis
Bob Williams
[Group Effort]
[Group Effort]
Tom Dill
Roger Farish
[Group Effort]
Roland Gooch
Linda Farish
Diane N. Tran

education@dallaspaleo.org
fieldtrips@dallaspaleo.org
historian@dallaspaleo.org
hospitality@dallaspaleo.org
membership@dallaspaleo.org
programs@dallaspaleo.org
promotions@dallaspaleo.org
publications@dallaspaleo.org
scholarships@dallaspaleo.org
webmaster1@dallaspaleo.org

Chairs:
Education Chair
Field Trips Chair
Historian Chair
Hospitality Chair
Membership Chair
Programs Chair
Promotions Chair
Publications Chair
Scholarships Chair
Website Manager
Social Media Coordinator

DPS Advisors:

Philip Scoggins, Rocky Manning, Tom Dill, Roger Farish

Professional Advisors:
Dr. Tony Fiorillo, SMU Shuler Museum
Dr. Louis Jacobs, SMU Shuler Museum
Dr. Merlynd Nestell, University of Texas at Arlington
Dr. Ron Tykoski, Perot Museum of Nature and Science
The Dallas Paleontological Society was founded in 1984 for the purpose of promoting interest in and knowledge
of the science of paleontology. It was intended by the founding members that the Society would be a network for
the exchange of data between professionals and serious amateurs in this field.
dallaspaleo.org
The Dallas Paleontological Society meets the second Wednesday of every month at 7:00pm at Brookhaven College,
unless we have something special happening that month. Please check our calendar for exact dates. Original versions
of minutes and treasury reports will be available upon requests. Come meet with us, hear a speaker, learn about paleontology, and bring your unidentified fossils and unique finds to share with the group. You will be welcome, and we will
enjoy meeting you. For a map of our meeting location visit dallaspaleo.org/contact.
No portion of these materials may be reproduced in any form or stored in any system without the written permission of
the Dallas Paleontological Society © 2022
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Members of the DPS educate movie-goers at Galaxy Theatre
in The Colony about local fossils, and the Society’s purpose.

Dallas, TX 75222-3846
PO Box 223846
Dallas Paleontological Society
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